PROPOSED PIF BUDGET 1999/2000

ACEE

FILM & FILM STUDIES
1  NFB Festival Support  2  Canada-Taipei-Canada plane tickets
2  Film Policy Seminar    1  
3  Taichung Short Film Festival  2  

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
4  AAC 3rd Anniversary    2  

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
6  Canadian Studies Conference  3  
7  Aboriginal Higher Education Conference  .500
8  Aboriginal Studies Seminar  1  

OTHER
9  Literary visit         2  

All projects except number 4 are explained in accompanying PIF documentation.

#4 CTOT would like to coordinate an aboriginal small business delegation to Taiwan following up on interest created in the 1999 Aboriginal Festival. CTOT would like to provide on ticket to a high-profile native leader (from Assembly of First Nations or Inuit Tapirisat Canada) to lead the group.

17 visits
Airfare averages $1,400 (NT$ 30,000).
**Total $23,800**

Accommodation, food, transportation and incidentals cost approximately $275 per day (NT$6,000. Cheapest Taipei hotels NT$ 3,500 using CTOT discount. DFAIT food rate for Taipei is NT$2,100, miscellaneous expenses NT$ 400). These expenses are covered by co-organizers, sponsors, or out of proposed